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Kodagu, the Scotland of India in not only known for its serene nature, breath-taking 
scenery, coffee plantations, birth place of river Kaveri, but also for its unique 
tradition, customs, religious practices, folksongs, folkdance, rich culture and 
numerous folktales. The Kodava traditions and practices have been passed on orally 
from one generation to another. The way of life of the kodavas – their dress, religious 
practices, songs, dance, customs and traditions haveone or more folktales around its 
origin. This paper presents such two popular folklores of Kodava, a minority 
community in south India. The first folktale is the reason behind the mangala-
sutra/Tali/Pathaak tied by the mother and not the husband. The second story is about 
the origin of unique style of draping the saree (KodavaPodiya). This paper aims at re-
reading and re-interpreting the two tales from feminist perspective, resistance of 
women against patriarchy and portrayal of women as strong individuals. 
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Introduction  

Folk literatureis also called folklore or oral tradition, the lore (traditional 
knowledge and beliefs) of cultures having no written language. It is passed on from 
one generation to anotherby word of mouth and consists of both prose and verse 
narratives, poems and songs, myths, dramas, rituals, proverbs, riddles as similar to 
written literature. Every known civilization now or in the past, has produced it across 
the globe. 

The Kodavas or Coorgis are a minority community with a population of 554,519 
persons according to the 2011 census. The majority of the Kodavas live in Kodagu 
(Coorg) district situated on the Western Ghats in Karnataka, India. The Kodavas are 
an ethnic group from Kodagu, who speak the Dravidian language, Kodava-thak. The 
Kodavas have maintained a distinct identity in terms of customs, rituals, dress, food, 
and language from the neighbouring communities for a very long time. 

The PattolePalame,is a collection of Kodava folksongs and traditions compiled in the 
early 1900s by NadikeriandaChinnappa. It is the most important contribution to 
Kodava literature. It is said to be one of the earliestcollections of folklore of a 
community in an Indian language. Nearly two thirds of the book consists of folksongs 
that were passed on orally through generations, sung even today during marriage and 
death ceremonies, festivals, in honour of local deities and heroes. Traditionally known 
as ‘Balo Pat’, is sung by four men to the rhythm of dudis (drums). Kodava folk dances 
are performed to the beat of these folk songs/Balo Pat. The PattolePalamewas 
originally written using the Kannada script; that has been translated into English by 
BoveriandaNanjamma and Chinnappa, grandchildren of NadikeriandaChinnappa,  
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Historical Affinity 

There are various theories about the origin of Kodavas. One view is that the Kodava 
culture resembles the culture of the ancient trading stock of Araba. Another view is 
that the Kodavas are descendants of Scythians. According to yet another view, the 
Kodavas belong to the Indo-Scythian race. The Kodavas are the descendants of the 
Brachycephalic stock who entered into the Indus Valley during the Mohenjodaro 
period and migrated to Coorg. These are all theories, and we do not have any definite 
clue or evidence to prefer one theory over another. 

 

The Folk Tales 

The traditional Kodava ceremony varies from the many marriage ceremonies of much 
of Hindu India in that it is non-Sanskritic, does not require the presence of a priest, 
and substantially consists of an exchange of vows led by senior relatives of the bride 
and groom. There are no words for dowry in the Kodavalanguage, as dowry never 
existed in kodava marriages. The report in the gazetteer supports this point. It says, 
“Among the Kodava, there is neither dowry nor bride-price. However, the bridegroom 
presents the bride a small bag containing silver or gold coins according to his wish 
and capacity before he takes her to his house." 

Myth? Or Probably a Reality. Here is the story as to why inKodava culture not the 
husband but the bride's mother ties the Pathaak / Karthamani to the Daughter/ Bride. 

It is heard and said that, a Goddess (Deva Kanye) fell in love with a mortal manon 
earth. The Prince also fell in love with her instantly.  However, both the Devi-Kanye 
& the Prince were fully aware of the fact that Her father & family would oppose & 
forbid her from marrying him. They would stop her from leaving the heaven again & 
any effort from her to meet him would cost her status of the Devi-hood. Therefore, he 
wanted to ask her parents on this but the door of the lords is shut for her forever, as 
she had broken the rules. 

On the way back disturbed she met the Naaga deva, &Naagadevathe(Snake God and 
Goddess) who suggests that the marriage can happen, but under one condition. A 
human cannot tie the Mangalsutra (Karthamani) to Deva Kanye, but Mother can, 
hence she will be treated as Goddess. Nagadevathe was brought forth to tie the 
Pathaak in her mother’s place. 

To this day, the Pattak holds a Snake Hood on top prominently as protection and with 
respect to Nagadevathe. Kokke-thati the traditional & compulsory second jewelry 
worn at the wedding also has a Snake Hood as tribute to Naga Deva &Devate.So 
every Kodavati inKodava culture is a Deva Kanye..which she holds with beauty & 
respect. 
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However, my interpretation of the story is that MANGALSUTRA creates a sense of 
ownership. The chord around the bride’s neck is in a way the rein held by the 
bridegroom, hence controlling the wife. The bride bows down to the groom while 
tying the mangalsutra and then onwards starts the submissiveness of the wife towards 
her husband. In contrary to this in Kodava marriage neither does the groom claim 
ownership of the bride by tying the pathaak(Mangalsutra), instead the mother ties 
it,nor does the bride bow down in front of the groom. She holds her head high, 
propagates equality andstands equally with men in the Kodava community in every 
aspect of life. Kodavati in Kodava culture is a Deva Kanye and hence respected as 
goddess. The tying ofpathaak by the mother in a way can be seen as resistance against 
patriarchy. A girl need not be bound with three knots and become a property of the 
man,she need not bow in front of the husband and accept him as her ‘yajamana’ 
(Master).   

 

The tale of KodavaPodiya(Saree) 
The Coorg style of draping a sari involves tucking the pleats at the back of the waist, 
instead of the front. The pallu draped across the chest, from right to left, under the left 
armpit, across the back over the right shoulder, and fastened with a pin (or sometimes 
tied with a knot) on the front of the right shoulder called 'molakattu'. In keeping with 
the cold and damp weather, the sleeves of the blouse are usually worn long and fully 
cover the arms. The Coorg saree is called a ‘podiya’. This style of draping the saree is 
comfortable for Coorg women leading an active life whileworking in paddy fields, 
coffee plantations, climbing up and down slopes in their homeland in the Western 
Ghats. It was also believed that the dress helped women climb up trees when 
confronted with wild animals in the jungles in the olden days. Being majorly agrarian 
community Kodava saree is also a concern of comfort factor. 

 

Mythological origin of Coorg sari 

There are two popular mythological tales regarding the unique style of draping the 
saree by the Kodavathis.  

Kavera Muni, a great sage, selected Brahmagiri in Coorg as a place suitable for 
meditation and there he prayed to Lord Brahma for children. Brahma gave him 
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Lopamudra for a daughter. Lopamudra, also known as Kaveri, married sage Agastya 
on the condition that her husband shall not leave her alone at any occasion. One day, 
sage Agastya put his wife, Kaveri in his kamandala (water pot) and went for a bath 
without informing her. Infuriated by the betrayal and breach of trust/promise,Kaveri 
spills out of the pot and flows away as a raging river. Agastya tries to stop her. 
However,Kaveri washes over Coorg women, pleading to stop her flight from their 
land, with such force, that the pleats of their saris swept from front to back 
According to another popular belief, Kaveri was the wife of Sage Agastya.Kaveri had 
stipulated to her husband that he was not to leave his residence until he had informed 
her. On one occasion, Agastya forgot this and stepped out without informing his wife. 
Upset with her husband’s behaviour, Kaveri decided to transform into a river. When 
Agastya tried to restrain his wife by pulling her saree, the pleats twisted to the back. 
In addition, as a form of respect for the river, Coorgi saree (the Kodavapodiya) is 
worn with the pleats at the backtill date. 

 

In this story it can be interpreted that sage Agastya broke his promise and curbed the 
freedom of Kaveri by confining her in Kamandala (water Pot). However, as an act of 
resistance she breaks all the barriers and freely flows as a river. After marriage,neither 
the husband nor the in-laws should curb a women’s freedom. In the second story 
Agastya can be seen pulling Kaveri’s Saree to stop her, the question that arises here is 
why saree? Why not her hand?  On the other hand, why did not Agastya try to 
persuade her into not leaving him? This shows the typical patriarchal 
approach,authority/dominance of husband over wife.However, Kaveribeing strong-
headed did not become the victim instead, exhibits free will.  

Being an agrarian community,all the kodavas know the importance of water (Kaveri) 
for cultivation. Nevertheless,the women tried to stop Kaveri from leaving Coorg and 
not the men. From time immemorial, Kodava women have always been strong 
individuals and stand equal with men be it in the field of education, entrepreneurship, 
armed forces, sports etc. In both these folktales women play an important role, be it 
Devakanye, Goddess Kaveri, Nagadevathe or the women who tried to stop Kaveri. 
Women are portrayed as strong and free-willed individuals in both tales.  

Glossary 

• Pathaak, Karthamani = ((Kodava equivalent of Mangala-sutra) 

• Mangala = Marriage 
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• Podiya=saree 

• Kodava or Coorgi= inhabitants of Coorg 
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